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Abstract
I, Object is a 3D animated film which dives into the difference between intrinsic value
and perceived value, both by an individual and by society, through an anthropomorphized world
where household objects must do what they can to survive the onslaught of a depressed, do-ityourself, divorcee. Following the mockumentary format, these objects are interviewed about the
situation they find themselves in. The different personalities and dynamics between the
characters brings a comedic element to an otherwise serious encounter. Opening with how the
situation has progressed until the moment the filming crew arrived, the film jumps between
characters but sticks to a linear timeline.
The Couch, the de facto leader, is self-assured that they cannot be upgraded and therefore
takes the role of narrator. The narrative takes place over three days, as the furniture eagerly
awaits the return of Jeff, their old owner, to take them away from the horrors they face. As they
discuss their different anxieties, their dialogue provides insight into the characters of the do-ityourselfer, the ex-husband, and their relationship. By only communicating the name of the
husband (Jeff) the film explores the difference a divorce plays on both genders and the inherent
negative stigma that follows women after a breakup.
The objects in this film act as informational sources, filling in the gaps of the audience’s
knowledge as well as naïve, misleading, selfish, and dramatic actors. As there are always two (or
more) sides to every story, the audience must ask themselves, what is true, are these reliable
narrators, and does it matter in the end?
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Introduction
I wanted to use I, Object as a sandbox to explore how a personal alteration of a valuable
asset diminishes its worth to society but increases its value to the individual. How the uniqueness
that’s created through this process holds personal memories and thoughts that may not be
generally appealing to those who are not connected to it. In the film, the materials and furniture
are given a higher value to the main antagonist since she has lost possession of it. The notion that
something becomes better by upcycling it is turned on its head as she uses this to diminish its
value to her ex-husband. It also brings into question, “does upcycling an item actually increase
its intrinsic value? Or does it only effect the perceived value of the person that upcycled it?”
When visiting any marketplace online it can be clearly seen that many who do “upcycle” items
believe that their work has greatly increased the value of that object, regardless of their ability to
do it correctly.
The idea that to own something is to have more value yourself, is a constant conflict that
resides in our culture. If that material has a value and you are the owner, then you too must have
that value. It can be seen as distinguishing factor between the have and have nots which creates a
system of prejudice. The owning of a certain item may give personal satisfaction but may also,
either in conjunction with or instead of, give external satisfaction which would garner attention
to the owner:
An inward oriented frame is adaptive because it fosters satisfying basic
psychological needs for autonomy (i.e., experiencing a sense of ownership and volition in
one's behavior), competence (i.e., experiencing a sense of effectiveness in one's actions),
and relatedness (i.e., experiencing a sense of deep-going connectedness with others). In
contrast, extrinsic goals are characterized by an outward orientation, driven by the
2

continued concern of making a good impression on others. Extrinsic goal-oriented
individuals want to garner social recognition and respect by their physical looks, their
public image, and their financial achievements. (Hiel, Cornelis, Roets).
The individual’s purchase, shown in the film as the environment the characters are living
in, is based on both conscious and unconscious needs as well as deeper desires and fears.
Purchases reflect the mindset of the individual as to what they believe is valuable. Once the
baseline is understood, any altercation to said object would have to be weighed against the
intrinsic and perceived worth of the object. Although the functionality may not change (i.e., the
Chair) the change in appearance may affect its worth.
As with assets, people have the same effect. A general demand for labor and relationships
depends on how much worth a person is deemed to have. Once a person has a determined worth,
any change or altercation to their personality or viewpoints may alter their standing with an
individual or with society. “Researchers from several Japanese universities have revealed that the
orbitofrontal cortex, the part of the brain responsible for calculating economic value, is also
responsible for judging the value of relationships with friends based on the received commitment
signals” (Kobe University). This calculation effects how one can view their relationships,
depending on much value they believe they give to their relationship and how much their partner
brings in. In my film, I want to explore how a person’s value can be diminished in a relationship
as if they were also an object whose intrinsic value had been tampered with. Their own self value
would not change but how they were perceived by others would. To do this I created a onedimensional character in that of the “Mrs.” She was portrayed as a maniac that wanted to kill the
objects as revenge for the devaluation done to her by her partner, Jeff, rather than a threedimensional person who was going through the stages of grief after suffering a loss.
3

I also wanted to show how a marriage can erase the individual in favor of the couple,
especially in the case of women who lose their name and become the “Mrs.” The subsequent
divorce results in her trying to regain her identity as she copes with the loss of her relationship
and her material belongings. The judgement to give the husband everything after his indiscretion
is an occurrence that is only slightly discussed in the film, but is pivotal to the plot, as it shows
that an outside opinion can give undue worth to those who that don’t deserve it.
Technically speaking, my goal was to deliver a story using an environment. I consciously
chose to not include any humanoid characters in this piece, as I wanted to ensure that animation
was satisfactory and that I would have enough time to build a world that could tell a story,
beyond what the character’s stated. There were many areas that were only visible for a few
seconds in the film, but that were comprised of many small, detailed objects that filled in the
scene and background of the character. I wanted to build a realistic world where the sudden
reveal of the characters being inanimate objects would be jolting and humorous. By having nonhuman characters tell the story, it allowed the audience to connect with them without having any
preconceived notions based on any human qualities.
By using dialogue in this film, I recognized that it removed the universality that comes
with pure character animation, but I wanted to create a short film that utilized dialogue in an
efficient and meaningful way. The goal was to write a script that told two stories simultaneously;
the story of what the furniture was going through and the story of how this situation developed.
The main struggle in doing this was to avoid expositional monologues while having the majority
of the shots be talking heads.
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Review of Literature
The biggest influence on the creation of this film is the television show, What We Do in The
Shadows (A mocumentary that focuses on a household of vampires. Created by Jermain Clement
on the FX network, premiered in 2019). The writing, use of camera, and character acting all meld
together to create a hilarious and poignant show. Being able to rewatch the episodes multiple
times over and still catching jokes or background items that I missed before was something that I
strove to recreate in I, Object. The multilayered meanings behind their words and the serious, yet
lighthearted approach to their deliveries acted as a framework while I was writing the script. At
one point in the series, a member of the filming crew is pulled into the show, breaking the fourth
wall. This greatly influenced my decision to have my camera be an additional actor in the story,
which is only revealed at the end.
The Office (A Mockumentary that follows the everyday workers of a paper company. Created
by Greg Daniels, Ricky Gervais, and Stephen Merchant on the NBC network from 2005 – 2013)
also heavily influenced how the film was created. Their use of talking heads was extremely
useful when it came to doing my own, especially since my characters did not have the ability to
move. The use of the camera helped create dynamic movement without having to have the
character’s move themselves. This show also broke the fourth wall with the camera crew
interacting directly with the cast.
Garden Party, a short, 2017 3D film directed by Illogic Collective, proved to be a great
example of the realistic 3D environment that I was aiming to achieve. The 3D assets and the
lighting both helped convey a story without the use of any humanoid characters, which was the
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main goal of my film. The very detailed background of each shot enhanced the story and
increased the suspense but did not take away from the overall actions of the characters.
The idea of creating characters and their faces out of realistic geometry was brought to my
mind by the short film The Blue Umbrella. Even though the umbrella does not have a realistic
face, the surrounding objects that react to his situation do. They are built into their natural
geometry which takes something that we see every day and gives it life. This was very intriguing
to me as I began thinking about my own film and it made me start to see faces in everyday
objects.
Jane Austen has always been one my most favorite authors and I typically am either listening
to one of her novels, or a murder mystery written by Agatha Christie. These two writers heavily
influenced my own writing style. Two characters in particular, the Washer and the Dryer, are
lightly based on Mr. and Mrs. Bennett from “Pride and Prejudice,” although the genders are
switched. One particular line I used for the Washer to describe his disgust and inability to talk
about the subject but shows that he always talks about it to anyone who will listen, is a rework of
the same sentiment shown by Mrs. Bennett. I found the inspiration for the Roomba character in
Agatha Christie’s 1937 novel, “Dumb Witness.” In this story, the dog plays a pivotal role in
discovering who the murderer is, and although they cannot speak it seems as though one of the
characters can understand him enough to get his general meaning. I took this idea and decided
that instead of a broad understanding by one character, that the couch would be able to fully
understand and interact with the Roomba, giving the audience some semblance of what they said
without saying it verbatim.
The main book that I focused on while in the script writing process was Robert McKee’s
2016 book, “Dialogue.” This audiobook played on repeat throughout every iteration and new
6

idea. It helped develop an individualistic way of speaking and acting for each character. The
question of how and why they would say a certain thing, was constantly running in our (cowriter Lori Walker) minds as we developed each line of dialogue. This came directly into play
when we created the relationship between the characters. The Washer and Dryer have an
interesting dynamic; the Washer is anxiety ridden and a slave to drama, whereas the Dryer is
constantly having to calm the other down and remain more levelheaded. This created a distinct
way of talking for each which helped differentiate between them although they looked extremely
similar and shared the same space.

Process
Story Development and Script
This film got its start while watching What We Do in the Shadows. I started to wonder, if
they could do a mockumentary about vampires, then I could do one on something equally as
unrealistic. That original concept existed solely as a mockumentary about furniture. It wasn’t
until the development stage in the thesis prep class that the story began to take shape. Prior to
this, I had explored the concept of a mockumentary in writing and visual story telling class. My
previous attempt had not gone well. For this film I needed to dig deeper to understand the
motivation of my film. What furniture would be interviewed? Why was a camera crew there to
begin with? What conflict arose to drive the story? An important aspect for me was to make sure
that the film did not come off as too ridiculous or too serious. I wanted to find the middle ground
where the film was thought provoking while also being comedic.
The first iteration of the story revolved around the do-it-yourself concept, but with the
idea to explore trends and their effects on materialistic items. With the antagonist being a DIY7

er, I wanted to explore how doing things yourself can ruin or break things which should be left to
professionals. The idea that it will help save money but in the long run, will cost more money to
get it fixed. I wanted to show that the old objects in the basement, thrown away and replaced by
newer items, were still in working condition. In the end I planned to rewind in time back to when
those objects were relevant and their disbelief that the future would ever change their role in the
household. This would have contained an entire basement filled with 90’s nostalgia, which was a
connection to my childhood. I had the same intent to make it a very realistic 3D film with
documentary style camera moves.
From there the story continued to morph and change while keeping the original premise
that the furniture was being interviewed because they were trying to survive the onslaught of a
do-it-yourselfer. The reasoning behind the upcycling was the hardest to pin down. In the next
iteration, the “Mrs.” was in a rent-to-buy situation and had started to upcycle the objects as soon
as she moved in. The objects then decide that they must get rid of her before she decides to stay
forever. This premise was difficult to plan out as we could not determine: a. why she decided to
upcycle in the first place, b. how they could effectively scare her away, and c. what was the
motivation for the camera crew’s existence? There were also many more characters involved in
this version; a ladder that suffered intense vertigo and had the personality of a rookie marine, a
desk which would become upcycled into two end tables with the ability to communicate with
each other, magnets that would spell out words on the fridge, a surge protector who refused to let
the objects burn down the house, knives that were stored in a DIY knife block made of books, a
toilet which overflowed constantly, and an old tub that tried to lead a revolution.
That iteration was submitted as my thesis proposal, which was accepted with the
requirement that I reduce the length. This led to a large overhaul of the entire story. Beloved
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characters were cut, and the story was rearranged to improve clarity. While the story was being
worked on, I was constantly revisiting “Dialogue” by Robert McKee. Understanding our
character’s motivations, backgrounds, and intent was of the utmost importance and we decided
to start there before attempting to change and develop the story further. Which characters were
the most important? Who could be cut without taking away necessary information needed for the
story? What is it that the Mrs. feeling? Why is she living in this house to begin with? These were
all questions that needed to be answered.

Figure 1.1; Early script notes (2020)
Throughout the course of editing, deleting, writing then editing again, we found ourselves
unsatisfied with the couch. As a character it felt like an expositional placeholder which could
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have been filled with any other object. In the beginning we attempted to find pre-existing
characters to help mold the couch.

Figure 1.2; Early script notes (2020)
Over the course of a few weeks, we attempted to replace it. First, we tried an armoire which
exuded a 1920’s matriarchal aura, then we attempted to have the grandfather clock be the center
of it all, but neither fit into the world we had created and finally we went back to the couch. We
realized that regardless of the object, we still had the same issue of not understanding the
character. Due to the frustration we decided to solidify the rest of the objects and return to the
couch when we needed to. This ended up working out in the end. The Washer, Dryer, Roomba,
Mailbox, and Chair all ended up having distinct personalities with purposeful actions. The
creation of these supporting characters helped us fill in the blanks of what was needed to tell the
story and how we could utilize the Couch to do it.
Once we had those characters fleshed out, we had to decide what the Mrs.’s motivations
were. Drawing from my own history interacting with a do-it-yourselfer, we decided that a bad
breakup would be what leads her down this path of destruction. My experience had not been a
pleasant one and we wanted to show how uncomfortable being in that type of situation can be
when you have no agency of your own. We wanted to depict that the loss of oneself when
they’re deep in a relationship and its subsequent recovery can cause the inward turmoil to
manifest itself in weird and unexpected behaviors. Thankfully, my writing partner has her
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master’s in social work and was able to help include nuances to actions of the Mrs. and other
characters to emphasize these facts.
When we finally decided to start writing the script, a lot of the missing pieces fell into
place. Since dialogue was the driving factor, knowing the exact words that each character said
helped form the story beyond the character’s background and personality. We could know that
the Couch was going to introduce the Chair, but having the words written down brought that
character to life in a way that we had been struggling to do before. It was important that each one
sounded distinct and had their own way of talking. Many hours were spent rearranging sentence
structure and digging through a thesaurus to find just the right way to construct a line. We would
then record ourselves delivering the dialogue and analyze the flow and accuracy to the
character’s personality. This was also necessary, as each iteration maintained a run time of
around 8-9 minutes. Each time we rewrote a section of the script we had to decide if it was as
necessary as we had once deemed it.
Slashing entire scenes from the script happened soon after we started creating the
dialogue. We realized how long the film actually was and had to take drastic steps to cut down
the time. It came to the point where we had to remove seconds where we could which inevitably
strengthened the film, but it did remove lines we loved.
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Figure 1.3; Early script notes (2020)
Once this version of the script was created it was time to receive feedback from my
committee. This version was also beyond a reasonable time limit and was causing confusion on
what was happening in the film. This led to another round of iterations. A large portion of scene
nine was cut and we continued to rework the dialogue. There had also been a long running joke
through the film where the furniture did not remember his name correctly which ended up being
cut as it was causing more confusion than humor.
One of the lines that changed the most was the Chair’s first description of Jeff. We
planned on having the Chair be the only object that liked him and decided to push it to a point of
absurd obsession. There were many iterations on this because we didn’t want it simply to act as a
way for the Chair to discuss Jeff and how much he adored him, but to give some insight into Jeff
as a character.
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Figure 1.4; Early script notes, iteration 01 (2020)

Figure 1.5; Early script notes, iteration 02 (2020)

Figure 1.6; Early script notes, iteration 03 (2020)
Anytime any of the furniture character’s spoke, we wanted to make sure that they either gave
information about their own personalities, about the situation, or about the unseen characters. If
it didn’t help the story, we cut it. The final script ended up being adjusted while recording the
dialogue with the voice actors. They were given liberty to adlib or change around dialogue where
they saw fit and that amplified their personalities tenfold.

Character Creation:
Roomba: Attempting to stick as close to realism as possible, it was necessary to research actual
objects and materials to find a real-life example for my characters. The Roomba was one of the
first characters to be decided on and after finding a few references that fit my idea of what the
character should look like, I had to decide on what parts of the device would act as a face.
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Figure 2.1; Roomba Reference (2020)
Texturing required attention to detail and an understanding of how the Roomba would look in
real-life. Using Substance Painter, I was able to construct a texture that closely resembled the
reference and added in a little wear and tear with the roughness map.

Figure 2.2; Roomba Textured (2020)

Figure 2.3; Roomba Rig (2020)

Initially I planned on having the arch at the top act as an eyebrow, but once it was rigged with
test animation, it didn’t seem fitting for the character. Instead, I decided that it would act as a
larger piece that did not morph like human eyebrows. Additionally, I used the color in the center
to show the feelings of the Roomba by blinking red when they were beeping angrily. The large
center, including the buttons, were used as the eye of the character to increase its ability to
emote. It was important that this character, although understood by the other objects, would not
14

be understood by the audience. Therefore, it was necessary to allow the Roomba to react and
move in a way that could convey its emotions. As it was the only character that could move
about in space, I included the brush of the vacuum in the rig and had it constantly animated as it
moved throughout the environment, even when it was still. I felt like this helped add it to the
suspension of disbelief and made the character feel more alive. I had run into an issue where the
bound geometry moved off center but after cleaning up the geometry and redoing constraints, I
was able to get it to work correctly.
Mailbox: As one of the least seen but most talkative characters, it took many hours of research
to find the exact right mailbox to use in the film. There were many, many different versions
online and I had to decide what direction to go in. Should it be funny? Boring? Elegant? In the
end I chose a decide that was simple with a little bit of flare. I felt that if the design was too loud,
it would detract from the character and if it was too plain, the dialogue wouldn’t connect with the
audience.

Figure 3.1; Mailbox Reference (2020)
Texturing the mailbox was the simplest of the characters, as it was meant to appear “newish.” I
didn’t want to give it the appearance of having been touched by any person or have any wearing
15

down to perpetuate the idea that the Mailbox was always alone and never interacted with anyone.
There was to only be damage to the paint to enhance the idea that he was alone on the outside,
subjected to the elements.

Figure 3.2; Mailbox Texture (2020)

Figure 3.3; Mailbox Rig (2020)

The most difficult part was figuring out how the character would speak and move. The opening
of the mailbox seemed the only plausible place for the mouth, but it wasn’t until some trial and
error that I landed on the flag to act as an eye. I decided to have the post act as a spine to give the
mailbox the ability to bend and move to accentuate the dialogue and make it more dramatic.
Difficulties arose when attempting to have the mailbox act as a head and be able to swivel about
without bending the post. While animating additional issues popped up where it was necessary to
reevaluate my rig and decide the best way to attach the mouth. During some motions it would
float off center until the rig hit a certain point in space. There had been a few constraint issues
which were competing to keep the mouth in place which were rectified in the final rig.
Washer and Dryer: It was an accidental discovery that led me to find a great reference for the
washer and dryer. I had been unsure of how to work a face into the geometry and had been
looking at top loaded machines until I came across one that was front loaded that appeared to
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have the perfect face built into it. I immediately saw the large glass door as the eye and the shelf
beneath it as the mouth.

Figure 4.1; Washer and Dryer Reference (2020)
I textured the washer and dryer as true to life as possible. In the beginning I had
considered making them different colors to signify that they were separate characters but decided
against that. I didn’t want to gender the washer and dryer more than necessary. One of the
biggest issues I ran across was texturing the inside of the washer and dryer. Looking back on my
process, I would have spent more time perfecting my UV maps and practicing my weight
painting before finalizing my rig.
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Figure 4.2; Washer Texture (2020)

Figure 4.2; Washer Rig (2020)

It was challenging to decide how the washer would move. Should they have the ability to stretch,
or should they remain rigid? Since I had been lenient with realistic movements in the other
characters, I felt that adding the ability to move beyond what a normal washer and dryer could
move, would add to the character animation. Weight painting was not easy, and the result ended
up being a little crinkly. Getting the geometry to react with the eye and move when the washer
moved proved to not be as straight forward as I had expected. Once I started animating, I also
decided to remove the “eyebrow” as it was causing issues with the movement and didn’t add
enough to the animation to keep it intact.
Chair: Finding the best reference for the denim chair character took some time, as I knew I
wanted it to be a do-it-yourself (DIY) disaster, but it had to have a leathery past. In the end I
combined a couple different references to make one DIY character. I had to utilize the shape of
figure 5.1 so that I would have the geometry to create the face within the furniture. It was evident
that the cushion would act as the mouth, but it took many brainstorm sessions to decide on using
buttons as the eyes.
18

Figure 5.1; Chair Reference (2020)

Figure 5.2; Chair Reference (2020)

The texturing processes followed closely to the chair reference in figure 5.2 will
deviations to cover more surface. I purposefully made the stitching haphazard and irregular to
show that the chair was not a DIY success. Having been an authentic leather chair before this
process, I wanted the denim reupholstery to be absurd and over the top. Since I had decided that
large buttons would be the eyes, I thought it would be necessary to include various other buttons
around the geometry to tie it all together.

Figure 5.3; Chair Texture (2020)

Figure 5.4; Chair Rig (2020)

Rigging this character was a challenge. Deciding if it could walk, how it would stretch,
what parts of it would move, and how the eyes would be connected were all long thought about
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questions. I ended up building one rig for the chair and then a separate rig for the eyes. An issue
with constraints kept popping up when I was animating that would disconnect the eye rig from
the rest of the chair. I would have to delete the constraints, reattach them, then it would start
working. The weight painting issue on the eyes became a problem when it was brought into
Unreal. I had not noticed that it was crinkling and moving into the chair geometry until I had
completed my animations. To fix this, I masked the final renders in After Effects to remove the
spots where the chair geometry was visible.
Couch: The decision to make this Couch a sectional was one made in the very beginning. The
initial thought of how it would look happened before considering its personality. The idea that it
would be large, filling up the room and making it difficult to walk something I wanted to make
sure to include. Having only a section of the couch move was also a choice when figuring out
where the face would be. It felt jarring to have all of the bottom cushions move when it talked,
and I decided that the short side would not move at all.

Figure 6.1; Couch Reference (2020)
During the texturing process, I went back and forth between multiple different ideas. I
landed on using a material close to the reference image I had found. I also added in wear into
20

where the Mrs. would have been sitting the most and wine stains around that area to give the
sense that she spent a good amount of time on the couch. Unfortunately, it was not apparent until
rendering that the close-knit texture of the material was causing aliasing. I had to remove the
anti-aliasing in Unreal and adjust my cameras so that barely any of the background was visible
when the couch was talking so that it was not obvious the aliasing was off. It also wasn’t until
the texturing stage that I realized the pillows could work as eyes. It was an accidental occurrence
while I was creating a lace pillow that worked out perfectly in the end.

Figure 6.2; Couch Texture (2020)

Figure 6.3; Pillow Texture (2020)

Rigging the main body of the couch was the easiest of all the characters. As only two
cushions acted as the mouth and the pillows moved as an eyebrow, the setup was fairly straight
forward. There were issues though when trying to create a control to move all the geometry,
since in the beginning I did not have all of the geometry accounted for when I made the controls.
The eye rig proved to be more difficult, as it was unclear how the eye would move
“realistically.” It took a lot of trial and error before the rig was finalized, and once I started
animating, I used only a few of the controls I had built because the rest were too drastic or didn’t
work with the character animation.
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Figure 6.4; Couch Rig (2020)

Environment Creation:
The writing of the script was second only to the creation of the environment. I put vast
amounts of time and energy into researching and developing the perfect setting for my story to
take place. It was not just deciding the macro elements (i.e., location on earth or type of home)
but it was about dissecting the antagonist as a character and deciding what type of environment
should live in. It was extremely important that parts of the environment would change as the
story progresses as the Mrs. begins to get more ramped up towards destruction.
From the beginning, I knew that I wanted to keep the film as realistic as possible and I
knew that I was going to be rendering in Unreal. This meant taking extra time in the texturing
and lighting faze to ensure that the results appeared as photorealism, and not as a game
environment. Luckily, I had started to learn Unreal while in thesis prep and was given the
enlightening information by my advisor that it has the ability to connect to an iPad as a camera.
This in conjunction with real-time rendering made it possible for me to complete my film on
time
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White boxing:
Deciding on the layout of the environment was the first choice I had to make while
creating my scene. How would the rooms be laid out, which rooms would be visible, and where
would the characters be acting were all considerations. Early on in my animatic process I had
pictured the house as a long rectangle where the Roomba could drive the entirely of the house
from left to right. After removing the original opening scene, I was free to establish a completely
different set up. I researched a variety of floorplans before deciding on having the living room,
kitchen, and dining room all visible in one shot.

Figure 7.1; House Reference (2020)
It then became how to layout the characters so that my camera could act effectively to capture
their animations and move around when necessary. This design choice was being worked out at
the same time as my animatic which allowed me to work on assets while I was developing the
story and camera movements.
Asset Creation:
While developing the story I was on the hunt for any DIY ideas that I could include in the
scene. I found many different DIY ideas on the internet and adapted and used a variety of
different objects to fill out my scene and move the story forward. The iPad holder was initially
23

going to play a much bigger role but even though its part was cut from the story it was still useful
in showing how the Mrs. used Jeff’s objects to make her own.

Figure 8.1; DIY iPad Render (2020)

Figure 8.2; DIY Shirt Pillow Render (2020)

These models were given longer periods of time for creation as they needed additional research
on how it was created, higher geometry, and more detailed texturing.
The small props throughout the scene (mugs, flip flops, cutting boards, etc.) were all
individually researched, modeled, and textured. They were not as high priority as the characters
and hero assets, but they were given the necessary time to make them believable. Had there been
more time, I would have liked to give all of the assets the proper treatment but between rigging
and animating I was working on a tight schedule. Any time I needed a break from animating, I
would research another small object to create to add to the environment. In the end I had an
entire room (dining room) which was not completely necessary to the film, but which gave
additional information about the characters.
While working on modeling the assets, I was also diving into Substance Designer and
was learning how to create my own materials. I had become interested in procedural materials
the semester before and finally had the time to watch various tutorials to try and get a better
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handle on making my own. I created both the kitchen and living room walls and floors for the
film after having followed a tutorial to build the material for the curtains. All four of those
materials were a learning experience and although they did not utilize the height map as much as
other materials would, it was a good practice in combining elements and adding switches for
easy changes.

.
Figure 9.1 and 9.2; Kitchen Floor Variations (2020)
Getting the “painterly” look for the kitchen wallpaper took a few other tutorials and a lot
of trial and error to piece together. I had to create a brush alpha mask to then use while making
the lemons and leaves. This was a particularly fun one to make as I wasn’t sure if I would be able
to figure it out. Combined with making the shiny living room wallpaper, I fell in love with
Substance Designer and only wish there had been more time to focus solely on making materials.
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Figure 10.1; Lemon Wallpaper (2020)

Figure 10.2; Livingroom Wallpaper (2020)

Effects:
In my initial planning stage, I had not planned to use any effects, as I did not believe I
had time to learn how to use them and implement them into my film. I was lucky enough to get a
co-op in my second semester of thesis, which gave me the time to watch tutorials and practice
creating effects. I believe this helped make my environment more immersive. I learned how to
make the rain which is visible in multiple different scenes and how to create the animated
material of the water droplets. I had purchased the on-screen effect of the water moving on the
camera, but it took a lot of research and finagling to get it to work with a cine actor. After getting
the main effect to work, I was able to borrow the texture sheet and animated material for that and
change pieces to fit what I needed for the window droplets. One would think this process would
have been fast seeing as I already had the animated material, but with how it was set-up, it took
many, many hours of research and trial and error to get it to work the way that I wanted.
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Lighting:
One of the areas that I am the least confident in is lighting. I was very ill at ease in
Arnold, and that used raytracing which helped take the guesswork out of it. Using Unreal, was a
whole other realm of unknowing. But I was determined to use real-time rendering and to not
bother trying to use raytracing (and it wasn’t because my computer couldn’t handle it, crashed,
and I had to open the text file to turn it off so I could open it again). I wanted to be able to use the
game engine as if I was making a game. This made lighting all that much more difficult. The
upside of using Unreal was that my test renders were almost instantaneous so any lighting
change could happen within minutes.
Two of the largest factors that played into my lighting choices were the time of day and
feel of the film. I wanted it to be gloomy and dark for the largest portion of the film, changing
when they believed that Jeff would be rescuing them, then a return to darkness when it was
revealed that Jeff was dead. I played around with the shade of red/orange during scene ten when
the sun was setting because I wanted it to be believable, yet impactful. The audience needed to
be aware of the color change as it happened, so I went towards the end of realistic to make it
more obvious.
Each shot ended up being saved as its own level in Unreal so I wouldn’t have to adjust
and change it every time I needed to redo a shot. Unfortunately, I did not know about sub-levels
and level snap shots were only a thing of the future at that time. Having separate levels for each
shot made it easier to pop in and render a camera but if I wanted to change the overall lighting, I
ended up having to make multiple versions of shots to carry that over.
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Audio and Music:
Music:
I’m a strong believer that there are no coincidences. I was lucky enough to work with a
person at MAGIC whose brother, Austin Yee, is a composer. He was the only one I reached out
to for this project and as he was no longer a student, there was a fee associated with it. As this
was my thesis, I found myself much more at ease with the idea of paying money to assure that
my music was completed on time, rather than leave it up to a student who may or may not finish
it.
I believe this worked out in the end as the music worked well for most of my scenes.
When I first played it for my committee, they were all in agreement how much the story was
brought to life with my composer’s choice in music. This was one area where I had almost no
stressed associated with it. Usually, I am the person who does everything themselves and does it
from scratch, but in this instance, I thought it was best left to a professional. After he sent his
first iteration, I responded that I believed he was going in the right direction and only asked that
when the chair stops his monologue in scene one, that the music change.
Audio:
The audio design was my own creation and took a large portion of time to do correctly. It
began with recording dialogue. I set up multiple days to record the talent in the recording booth
in Gannett and was very lucky to have such great voice actors to work with. They were able to
take the lines I had written and give them an energy I couldn’t have imagined. They were also
able to adlib and change up the sentence structures or add more words in to make the character
feel more authentic to them. This was particularly effective with the Couch. Amanda was able to
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make the character believable and engaging. Although we had some technical difficult getting
the headsets to work (the batteries may have been dead) we were able to power through and I
never had to bring anyone back into the studio to record lines again.
While recording the dialogue, I found that that is one of my favorite parts of working on a
film. Directing the talent and hearing what they come up with was amazing. Their spontaneity
and ability to dive into is something that I don’t possess so it was a learning experience to watch.
Many of the lines that made it into the film were slightly adjusted by my voice actors and I
couldn’t have asked for a better outcome.
Mixing the dialogue took at least a month and, in the end, the dialogue Audition file went
missing. I had bounced out the track and had therefore not lost the entire project, but somehow
after combing the dialogue and ambience tracks, the dialogue mix disappeared. It was lucky that
I had decided to output that track after spending weeks adjusting the audio levels and choosing
the best track for each line. Since I had each actor record every line at least 6-10 times, there
were many different choices. In some instances, I even took different deliveries of the line and
pieced them together. In the end scene I adjusted the stereo to have the dialogue play on the
correct side of the screen to increase its immersive quality as well. That would have been almost
impossible to recreate exactly.
The environmental audio was all created using Sound Snap and Audition, which was
mixed separately from the dialogue. For each shot I had to think about the environment and what
should be included. Adding the cicadas to the sunset shot took careful consideration as the
camera changed positions and I had to adjust the levels when it was closer to the window and
when it was thrown open for the Chair to yell to the Mailbox. Throughout the whole film,
excluding this section, I had a light rain and thunderstorm happening in the background.
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Animation:
I had created an animatic, if one was so bold to call it that, but it only roughly gave
camera angles and did not show much in the way of character animation. I am not one who is
comfortable with using 2D and didn’t feel the necessity of spending multiple hours improving a
skill when that time could be put towards something else. Therefore, my 2D animatic was barely
more than a few lines and some timing. Obviously, this made it difficult for my committee to
follow. This is the point where I was extremely grateful for my advisor. Although I had to give
updates each week, I was given a much freer rein to do what I knew had to be done in
comparison to some of my classmates. For me, that was a blessing as I work in less of a
conventional way when it comes to making story boards and animatics.
I don’t have the ability to decide on camera angles and animations without hearing either
the words spoken (for animation) or seeing the space (camera angles). Thankfully, in 3D I can
make the entire environment and then decide on where I want to place the camera. This is
typically used in live action more than animation, but it was necessary for me to make the quality
film I wanted to make. I knew it was worth putting in the extra time to make a full environment
so I could move around and place the cameras where I saw fit later on. This was also beneficial
for the animation. It wasn’t until I heard the dialogue over and over again that I was able to
decide definitely where I would want the camera and how the character would be placed. The
animation wasn’t decided on until I did a variety of reference recordings and caught on to certain
nuances that I extenuated for the animations.
Camera
Having the camera move as if it was handheld was of the utmost important. I needed to
show that the camera was a character even if it wasn’t as obvious as the rest of them. It had to
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move when necessary and react to the characters. This was accomplished by attaching an iPad
into Unreal’s virtual camera and controlling it in real-time. It was supposed to be an “easy fix,”
but as with anything in 3D, it was not.
The first hurdle was to attach it. In version 4.25 the way to add the camera was
convoluted and involved many steps. I had one tutorial bookmarked as sometimes I would have
to redo the process and would forget half of the steps. Once the camera was attached, it was not
smooth sailing. If the iPad fell asleep, I would have to detach and reattach it. Sometimes there
was a small enough lag that when it was recording the keyframes it would jolt to a new position.
There were other times where the controls just didn’t want to work, and I was stuck in one spot.
After many weeks trial and error I was able to record some test animation of the camera for my
animatic and had started feeling in control. That was a red flag.
Once 4.26 was released I felt that I had to upgrade my project so I would be able to use
some of the new features, not considering that they had maybe changed how the virtual camera
was hooked up. I migrated my project and continued on my way, blissfully ignorant at what was
going to happen.
When I was ready to start diving back into the camera moves, I was hit with a surprise,
the camera was different! Everything was different and my computer wanted none of it. It was
buggy and lagging and there was no possible way to use it. This was in December of 2020 and
due to my co-op, I had the ability to wait it out until Epic offered a fix.
I continued working on animation and when I circled back around, I was pleasantly
surprised to find that Epic had been working on a solution and now I was back in business. I still
had all my past recordings available and now I could record new sequences. I recorded over 100
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different shots testing out camera angles, movements, and shakiness. Everything seemed like it
was getting back on track, and I was ready to render. This is when I discovered yet another issue.
The UI from the iPad controls were rendering in every shot. I researched for weeks and even
though I found dozens of others that had the same issue, there was no immediate fix for me. This
led to many hours of metaphorically hitting my head up against a wall. Finally, I realized that I
could copy the keys off an old shot and add them to a new camera and then add another
transform to move the camera while it was shaky. This involved finding footage that I had shot
where I was only standing completely still, there were not many. In the end I reused three or four
cameras due to the lack of choices.
A couple months down the line it seemed as though Epic had fixed part of the issue with
the UI being baked into the render and I was able to revisit a few shots that I had taken before.
This helped fill in areas where I was unhappy with my end result from copying keys. With all of
the hassle involved in the virtual camera, I was still happy with the end result, even though a few
areas the camera jolted around too much.
Character Animation:
One of the benefits of creating an entire film oneself, is that the understanding of each
character is already well established after writing the script. When I finally arrived at having to
animate my furniture I was well versed in their mannerisms and had heard over and over again
the lines delivered by my amazing voice actors. Once I had picked the perfect delivery of each
line it was time to animate!
Before jumping right into animating, I recorded many different references takes of myself
acting out the animations. One day I was a chair, bitter and sassy. The next I was a washer who
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was hysterical and irrational. Animating has its ups and downs, but I find making the reference
videos the most enjoyable part of it. I’ve been told I have a very expressive face and that came in
handy while recording the reference, especially since most of the characters were entirely made
up of faces.

Figure 11.1; Reference for Dryer (2020)

Figure 11.2; Reference for Washer (2020)

Once I got in the flow of animating, it didn’t take too long to get a usable animation. In
the beginning I was working linearly but found it difficult to jump from character to character. I
decided to do one character at a time so I would be accustomed to my rig and be “in” character.
The problem with making my own rigs, was that I had to use my own rigs. While I was creating
them, I thought I had given myself all of the controls I would want. When I started to use them, I
found that was not the case. Additionally, I discovered every mistake I had made while building
them, not least of all was the weight painting. Had there been more time, I would have spent
considerably more hours on improving the weight painting, especially for the washer and dryer.
Looking back, I realize many of my issues revolved around my geometry, but I was too far in
with such limited time that it was easier to reduce the scope of my animations than to fix the
whole model. This resulted in a smaller range of motion for my characters, but I was still able to
get enough personality in where I don’t feel it was a complete failure.
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Rendering:
Thankfully for Unreal, most of my render times were very close to real-time, even though
I was rendering in 4k uncompressed EXR files. This gave me the ability to do multiple test
renders repeatedly until I got the result I wanted. Since the viewport was a good representation of
what the render would look like, the image was not much different than what I had been already
seeing. The only issue I had was remembering to switch my cameras when I was rendering
different shots.

Post:
A lot of color correction was done in post. Every scene had some adjustments, even it
was just to white balance and curve. The first scene ended up being desaturated with a tint of
blue, to accentuate the sadness and despair that the furniture was encountering. In a few scenes,
although the lighting was the same, the renders appeared to be different, so I had to go in and
adjust the color tint and lights to make it as close as possible.
Creating the title card and deciding on the animation for the text was probably the most
difficult part of the putting the final film together. I don’t know typography or its animation well
therefore it was hard for me to decide what to do for the title screen. I landed on animating the
comma to change from “I object” to “I, object.”
I also had to content with the previously mentioned issue of the geometry going into itself
when the chair was animating. This was fixed in post by using After Effects, a black circle, and a
nice blur. Due to it only occurring for a few frames and in such a small part of the screen, I was
able to cover it up without anyone being the wiser.
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Evaluation:
Feedback:
Throughout the process I met weekly with my co-chairs in order to give updates and
receive feedback. This was especially helpful in the early stages of the script and animatic. I had
rewritten it so many times and had experienced the characters every day over the summer that
when it was time to meet with the committee the first time, I had felt that there was no way it be
confusing. Here I was wrong. There were many different points in that draft where it felt
disconnected, or the story didn’t make sense. It was a sting but one that was necessary to make
the film better.
After I had completed test renders of my entire film, I presented it again to my committee
and it was still confusing. I was disheartened at this point but decided to take a step back and just
think about it rather than tinkering with it further without purpose. I went back to the edit in
premiere and looked at it as if it was a live action documentary project. What could I take out?
Was it necessary for the scenes to be in that order? If these scenes and b-roll were just taken and
put together later, was it necessary to include all of the footage I had? In the end I completely
rearranged my film and cut out large pieces of animation that I had, at one point, considered
integral to my story. I watched each shot and asked, “if I cut this would it effect the story?” If
not, it was gone.
I had originally wanted to lead the audience to the discovery of what was causing the
Mrs. to start on her do-it-yourself pursuits in the first place, but that seemed to be one of the
points where it was confusing. To change this, I took scene eight and made it the first scene of
the film. I decided to put the explanation right in the forefront of the film to act as a lens for the
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rest of it. This edit vastly improved the film and eliminated any confusion that had persisted for
months before it.
When it came to the animation, I was given some great feedback by Mark which helped
put me back in the mindset of animating. It had been over a year since I had animated anything,
and it was obvious in my floaty yet somehow too fast animations. After listening to his feedback,
I applied those changes and started to work on additional animations. I wouldn’t consider
animating my forte or passion, so the result was as good as I could have hoped for with the time
that I had to work on it.
In the final leg of production, I sent an updated film to my committee for review. Here it
was advised that I change my glitter effect. At the time I had glitter floating around the scene as
if it was a snow globe. The suggestion was to have the glitter attached to the objects rather than
unrealistically floating around. I watched a tutorial on how to make a glitter shader in Unreal and
then applied those techniques to each of the shaders I had made for my characters and objects,
adding it on where it was necessary.
Screening and Reception:
I, Object screened first in December 2021. It was the first film of screenings, which was
chosen on purpose so I would have less anxiety about speaking at the podium. My classmates
had all screened the semester prior and had the superior ability to screen online, which I was
vastly jealous over. My screening, however, happened in the Wegmans theatre and having had
practiced my speech every day for a week, it went much better than I expected.
There were many different comments and questions from the audience. One commented
how the camera moves at times were too sharp, something I had also noticed on that large
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screen, and others made remarks on the typography choice. This had been unexpected, especially
since my lack of knowledge and interest in typography made it something I had not even
considered. That seemed to be the largest part of the feedback. It seems as though my use of the
beloved Times New Roman should be limited to paper, and not allowed on the big screen This
was helpful feedback though, as I saw little difference between that and any other font in my
library.
Professor MariJaye Blanchard commented on how far my ability to understand and create
a mockumentary had come since attempting it for the first time in her story boarding class. I had
multiple compliments on the flow, use of language, and the script which was a nice surprise
since I was still crossing my fingers that it was not confusing. I was happy with all of the
feedback and conceded that there were many parts, especially the typography, that could have
been improved. There was only one comment that appeared confused. I had mentioned my love
for my voice actors in my artist statement and it was commented on that I should have looked for
additional voices so that there wasn’t as much confusion between the Grandfather Clock and the
Couch. I was confused as the Grandfather Clock never spoke and it was written that he was
deceased. But the commenter had arrived late, and I assumed that they had missed enough to not
realize that fact. Overall, I was pleasantly surprised no one commented on my animation and that
everyone enjoyed the film. My main goal was to create a funny film that looked as good as I
could possibly make it, and given the laughs I heard during screening, I couldn’t have asked for
more.
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Conclusion:
Every choice I made was intentional and was used to tell the main story while also
supporting the underlying theme. Removing the life of the Grandfather Clock to transform him
into a shelf, upcycling the leather chair to denim, and changing the pillow eye to be covered in an
ex’s shirt, were all included to argue a point. Those “upgrades,” made those items more useful
(either in utility or revenge) to the Mrs. but drastically reduced their value to the public. The
washi tape makeover on the Dryer was not merely a drunken mistake, but a necessary “upgrade.”
Throughout the dialogue it was impressed subtly on the audience that the Mrs. had been in
charge of the housework with Jeff contributing very little or nothing. In adding the washi tape,
she was able to liven up a dark, windowless room, that only she frequented, with her own
personality.
The removal of her identity went hand in hand with her devaluation. As she became a
faceless character, she lost her name and joined the mass title of Mrs. Since this happened before
the film began, the audience is informed with bits and pieces along the way. The environment
supported this as much as the dialogue. There were two paintings in the living room, one baring
the name Jeff and one with Mrs. showing that even she, acknowledged the loss of her
individuality. There are also few items in the house that shows her personality. As the film
progresses the living space becomes more and more chaotic and messy, but there are no pictures
or personal effects. There are only every day mantras hanging on the wall or painted by her on
canvas. But, as she is dealing with this loss, the upcycling becomes an extension of her desire to
regain her personality. In doing so, she is reducing the item’s monetary worth to the outside
public but is vastly increasing its personal connection to herself. Her act of revenge is also an act
of regaining her own value.
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Creating this film was one of the best learning experiences I could have had. Having the
creative freedom to make whatever I wanted was daunting in the beginning but having the ability
to create an entire film and be given the support structure for critique and feedback was
invaluable. I thrive in an environment where I’m thrown in the deep end and must fend for
myself and don’t respond well to a handholding approach. This film and the committee I chose
worked perfectly together to give me a topic and environment to do my best work possible.
Although the pandemic presented some problems, it was also perfect for me during this time. I
had the best excuse in the world to not leave my house and had the removal of distractions to
help me focus on my film. Due to constant anxiety when I have to have anything due, I put all of
my time and effort to finish as early as possible to remove that stress. I was able to give my
picture locked film to my composer three months before the final due date and had all of that
time to finalize my post work and edit any sound issues. In the end, my time at RIT had its ups
and downs, sometimes its 180 turns or full stops, but I’m happy with where I ended up and how
my final project turned out
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Script:
COULDN’T CHAIR LESS: THE REALITIES OF UPCYCLING.
FADE IN:
SCENE 1: INT. LIVING ROOM-DAY
Shot opens up on close up shots of DIY objects.
COUCH (VO)
How could we have expected this? You see those shows, but no one ever thinks it happens in
real life.
Screen cuts from black to close-up shot of a couch.
We didn’t see the warning signs.
Title screen appears:
COUCH(CONT)
She started this whole Do-it-yourself thing with a couple shelves, and then the kitchen
wallpaper…
Is interrupted by the chair
CHAIR
Hemm…and..
Coughs and feeds him the next line
Chairs…
COUCH(SIGHS)
She moved onto lights and…
Chair coughs and the couch gets slightly irritated
I know, I’m getting to it.
Pause
And..floors. But we started fearing for our lives when she upcycled…Do I have to say it?
CHAIR
Yes come’on
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COUCH(SIGHS)
“Jeff’s all-time favorite” leather chair.
CHAIR (VO)(PREPARING TO BE DRAMATIC)
Long ago, before the days of paint and denim, there stood a king.
Cuts to picture on wall of what chair used to look like.
A leader, shining amongst the mass-produced bean bags of this world.
Cuts back to chair talking
CHAIR
But those days are gone. Covered up by Levi and Wrangler.
COUCH (VO)
I wish the MRS. would just keep you.
Chair looks pleased with himself and the camera cuts to the couch.
Anyways-Jeff will be coming through that door at any moment to take us away.
Camera cuts to door.
COUCH (CONT)
Well, ok not like any moment, not now.
SCENE 2: INT. LIVING ROOM-DAY
A card comes on the screen with the words: “Two days until Jeff arrives.” There is a clapper
board as the camera focuses on the couch.
COUCH
Is this good, do I look at you or the camera? Ok. You asked who’s Jeff? Well- there are a lot of
opinions.
SCENE 3: INT. LIVING ROOM-DAY
The camera cuts to the chair which is introduced with a title card.
CHAIR (ON THE BRINK OF TEARS)
He’s my Jeffy Roll. My big hairy prince! He’d sit here all day long.
Sighs thinking of happy memories.
SCENE 4: INT.LAUNDRY ROOM
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WASHER
I refuse to talk about him, and I say so to everyone.
DRYER
I’ve heard, from a reliable source, that he’s been airing out his dirty laundry.
SCENE 5: INT. LIVING ROOM
Camera is focused on the Roomba. The title card appears as the Roomba speaks, but it’s only in
vacuum noises and beeps. He talks for a few seconds.
COUCH
Seriously? We talked about this. You can’t swear on public access tv.
Cuts to close up of couch
COUCH
It’s ironic that Jeff’s the only one that can save us now. But some of us think we are just wound
up. That we need to bide our time and then face it head on.
SCENE 6: INT. LIVING ROOM
Camera focuses on Grandfather clock for a few moments as the title card appears. It waits,
holding focus on its face but nothing happens. As the camera waits the Couch’s voice is heard.
COUCH (VO)
Oh, wait no that wasn’t a set up, you can’t interview him. He’s just a shelf that holds other clocks
now.
There are angry beeps by the Roomba.
COUCH (VO)
We all know you didn’t like him. He’s gone. Let it go.

Title card backtracks to say deceased
SCENE 7: INT. LAUNDRY ROOM
Title card appears on the screen with the words “1 day until Jeff arrives). The camera focuses on
dirty clothes, paint brushes, and pieces of wood littering the laundry room.
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WASHER (HYSTERICAL) (VO)
All her clothes are covered in glue and wine and bedazzles and glitter! It’s a sickness! GLITTER
EVERYWHERE.
DRYER (VO)
He’s not exaggerating, it looks like a snow globe in there.
Camera cuts to show both washer and dryer.
WASHER
She’s (the MRS) going to upcycle us next! We need to get out of here! I can feel it in my
drainpipe!
DRYER (SIGHS)
I don’t think that’s fear you’re feeling.
Whispers to the camera.
The sewers backed up. He’s literally full of shSCENE 8: INT. LIVING ROOM.
Camera cuts to document pages.
COUCH (VO)
All this started when we found out that Jeff Was getting all of us in the divorce.
(IF CHAIR SAYS ABOVE LINE)
No one ever listens. I told you, I’m doing this.
Cuts to Ipad and moves to knife block
It started simple, with the MRS upcycling his boxes into an IPAD holder, but it soon
became..well.. destructive. She’s been mutilating us
Cuts to tools that she’s been using to upcycle them.
As revenge before he brings us to “that bitch renee’s house.”
There are angry beeps from the Roomba.
I wasn’t swearing. I was quoting.
Cuts to the couch
Well, he was always talking about wanting the one-night stand, so I guess he’ll be getting that
now.
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SCENE 9: INT. LAUNDRY ROOM.
The camera focuses on empty rolls of tape littering the floor as the washer can be heard
hysterically crying.
WASHER (VO)
The MRS. just rolled in here and lashed out! I can’t even look at you.
Camera focuses on Dryer.
DRYER
I am one bad-ass bitch now-like lady Gaga!
Camera cuts to Washer as dryer is singing disco disk.
WASHER
Fishnet stockings and forgotten tubes of lipstick! That’s what you’ll be drying when your red
light is on!
CHAIR (VO) (YELLING)
Looks like you’re in a sticky situation!
SCENE 10: INT. LIVING ROOM.
Title card appears on the screen with the words “The arrival of Jeff). There is a close up on a
pillow which has been reupholstered with a dress shirt. Camera pulls out to the couch mouth
open reacting to his new upcycle.
COUCH (VO)
Uhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh. AH! I CANT SEE! WHAT-What do I DO!?
Camera cuts to full shot of living room
CHAIR (MOCKING)
What an EYEOPENING affair. How brutal to be in the eye of the storm now. An eye for an eye
they always sayCOUCH (FREAKS OUT)
Oh god- what- what- what do I do! Where the FUCK is Jeff?!
There is yelling heard from outside.
COUCH
I can’t take this guy anymore.
Window gets thrown open and we can see a mailbox outside.
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MAILBOX
G’day mate! Stoked you could talk to me for a little bit. There was this squirrel the other day that
just had it out for the postie and I have to tell youCOUCH
For **** sake! What is it?!
MAILBOX
Oh, righteo. I’m not sure if it matters to youse or not.
Pause
But Jeff is dead on the patio..
Camera cuts to the couch which looks shocked. Camera cuts to full shot of room.
CHAIR (SOBBING)
MY squishy royal jeffy bean! NO!
COUCH
HOW ARE WE GETTING OUT OF HERE. Or wait. If he’s dead, are we safe? WHAT DO WE
DO.
The Roomba drives in and starts making Roomba noises. There is a pause before the couch
answers.
COUCH
What do you mean the camera crew is involved?
The Roomba continues to make excited noises as the couch looks directly into the camera
DID YOU KILL JEFF?
Camera looks back and forth between the Roomba and the couch.
CHAIR (RALLYING)
They murdered my Jeffy-Snookums!
COUCH (WHILE THROWING PILLOWS)
The camera is hit by something and it turns to look down- refocusing until it sees the couch
cushion clearly. It looks up at the couch which is now visibility missing a cushion. More
cushions fly towards the camera and it turns to see the Roomba pushing the grandfather clock on
it. The camera has a crack and is facing the ceiling as the objects yell to get the sound guy.
MAILBOX (VO)
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Eh Cobber’s nevermind he’s getting back up-looks like he took a tumble on the camera bag.
END
Credits play while washer and dryer have final conversation:
WASHER
You took the sound guy down so fast! It was just so fierceDRYER (WHILE SINGING)
Hmmm?
WASHER
You were fierce! I wonder how long it will take to edit this. Roomba says we have to cut our
battle scene. Too graphic.
DRYER (WHILE SINGING)
Hmmm?
WASHER
Too graphic! Lots of blood. I wonder when this will air.
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